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                     Trustworthy and Qualitative  Real Estate Company in Hyderabad:

                     Aalayam Reality Pvt. Ltd. is to provide a prominent level of service to the clients in the real estate market. It is committed to the admirable standards, structure, and performance which are vital to fulfilling your property dreams.
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                    About Aalayam Reality Pvt. Ltd.



                 
                           Aalayam Reality Pvt. Ltd. is a leading company which has imprinted an indelible mark all over the real estate value chain; we endeavor to deliver stunning projects for our clients which are cost-effective yet provide all the modern amenities. Here we influence cutting edge information to manage each client directly from starting to possession. We are passionate, professional, committed enough and we enjoy providing the finest services with estimating the real estate market strategies. As we continue to grow, we stay true to our values, standing by our principles in everything we do. We strongly believe that our success reflects on customer satisfaction. 

                        View more 

                  

               

          
        
     
      
        
       

       
        
        
        
        
          
         
            
                
                  
                     
                          Welcome to Aalayamrealty

                           Gated community plots near Hyderabad 

                           Aalayam realty is a leading realestate company in Hyderabad, it is commited to provide customer satisfaction by delivering on time services with best quality and perfection.We develop projects with in the budget of every customer.
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      Ongoing Projects



      
         
            
               Elite heights
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               Elite heights

               	
	


            

            Marked with premium open plots in gated community, the project is well planned and complemented with all the amenities like Swimming Pool, Parks, Children’s Play area.  
              Read more 
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               Serene-city

               	
	


            

             In Today's world, there's no better place to relax and rejuvenate compared to our own home keeping this in mind. Aalayam Realty, has come up with a project 
             Read more 
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               Sapphire county

               	
	


            

            With the aid of persevering, Aalayam Reality Pvt Ltd. is providing the best residential plots for sale in Ranga Reddy, Hyderabad. Aalayam Realty,has come up with a project
            Read more 
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               Fortune Hills

               	
	


            

            Aalayam Reality Pvt. Ltd. is providing the HMDA-DTCP approved layout project of open plots for sale in Hyderabad. Here we are proposing the open plots for sale in Srisailam Highway @ Kadthal 
              
            Read more 
              

         

          
            
 
 
               Vasavi Sandal World
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               Vasavi Sandal World

               	
	


            

            In India, Sandalwood is a part of religious traditions. Sandalwood Oil has a great value and used in Insense, perfume and cosmetics. The Sandalwood 
           
 Read more 
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    Amenities

    

     Hmda approved layouts Hyderabad
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               24/7 Security 

            

            
               
               Aalayam realty is a leading realestate company in Hyderabad,it is commited to provide customer satisfaction by delivering on time services with best quality and perfection .we develop projects with in the budget of every customer.
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               Children`s play Park

               

            

            
               
               Aalayam realtyis a leading realestate company in hyderabad,it is commited to provide customer satisfaction by delivering on time services with best quality and perfection .we develop projects with in the budget of every customer.
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               Street lights facility

            

            
               
               Aalayam realty is a leading realestate company in Hyderabad,it is commited to provide customer satisfaction by delivering on time services with best quality and perfection .we develop projects with in the budget of every customer.
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               Water connection for each plot

            

            
               
               Aalayam realty is a leading realestate company in Hyderabad,it is commited to provide customer satisfaction by delivering on time services with best quality and perfection .we develop projects with in the budget of every customer.
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               Avenue plantation

            

            
              Plots for sale in Hyderabad

             Alayam Reality Pvt Ltd. is to provide a prominent level of service to the clients in the real estate market. It is committed to the admirable standards, structure and performance which are vital to fulfil your property dreams.
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               Grand Entrance Arch

            

            
               
               Aalayam realtyis a leading realestate company in Hyderabad,it is commited to provide customer satisfaction by delivering on time services with best quality and perfection .we develop projects with in the budget of every customer.
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                     Contact Us

                  
                  
                     Please contact us using the form and we’ll get back to you as soon as possible.

                    
               
                  
                     
                  

                  
                     
                  

                  
                     
                  

                  
                     
                  

               

               
                  
               

            

                  

               

            

         

               
      
      
      
      
   
      
         
            
               Aalayam Realty

               CONTACT US 

                Address: #1324,road number 23,
 Ayyappa Society, 100ft road,VIP Hill,
 Madhapur, Pin: 500081, Telangana

                  Phone: +91-94 94 505 605
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               Join Our Newsletter

               Subscribe to our newsletter and we will inform you about newset projects and promotions
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